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The entry point of a standalone Java application is the main method or function. In the age of Servlets and JSPs, Java’s main function took a backseat to Servlets and JSPs that were initialized with a ...
Anatomy of Java's main function
Unfortunately, a search revealed that a company named Oak Technologies had already trademarked the name for a language used to empower their semiconductor chips, so naming their new programming ...
Yes, the original name for Java was Oak
The aim is to allow the latest changes for the Java environment quite regularly, with some updates designated as long development ... making space service better. It easily restores wasted HotSpot ...
Java New 16 Version Gets Released With 17 New Perfections And Timeframes
Distributed file system developer Alluxio Inc. today added interfaces to Posix and Amazon Web Services Inc. S3 storage to its open-source Data Orchestration Platform, in a bid to make it easier for ...
Alluxio adds Posix and S3 support for faster analytics across its distribute file system
Amazon Web Services (AWS) has said that its automated code review tool, which aims to improve source code quality by detecting hard-to-find defects, now has updated support for the Python programming ...
Python programming: Our new tool can help clean up your buggy code, says AWS
With the line between development and operations getting blurred, cloud native developers need an abstract layer that simplifies application lifecycle management.
Why Kubernetes Developer Ecosystem Needs A PaaS
At its Oktane21 conference, Okta, the popular authentication and identity platform, today announced a new — and free — developer edition that features fewer limitations and support for significantly ...
Okta launches a new free developer plan
Oracle Corp. Executive Chairman Larry Ellison has spent the better part of a decade waging battle in U.S. courts and forging political alliances in Washington to win lucrative business and thwart ...
Oracle’s Years-Long Washington Offense Ends in Trio of Defeats
and it requires Java Development Kit(JDK) 5 or higher. JMeter may be used to test performance both on static and dynamic resources such as Web Services (SOAP/REST), Web dynamic languages (PHP ...
Automation Testing Tools – Your Way to Quicker Product Release
COBOL is still in wide use for applications on mainframe computers. However, a variety of factors have contributed to a steady decline in its popularity, including major advancements in computing ...
From COBOL to Cloud: DOD’s Digital Journey
Java has been the language of choice for the last 25 years but the tech world looks very different now than it did in 1995. Java was designed for dynamic, monolithic applications, but tech ...
What enterprise architects need to know about Java modernization
From Deep Nostalgia to major Python releases, the first quarter of 2021 was chock-full of promising roll-outs. While Hyper Automation, RPA deployments, growth in MLOps tools, machine learning as a ...
2021 1st Quarter: All Major ML Innovations & Contributions
Concluding a legal battle that had been going on for a decade, the US supreme court has ruled in favour of Google, allowing the reimplementation of APIs for furthering the cause of openness and ...
Supreme Court hands Google a landmark win against Oracle over Java on Android
The epic legal fight between Oracle and Google took place in the technical trenches, but it captured Silicon Valley's imagination because it dramatized deep tensions that the software industry has ...
Oracle vs. Google was a software fight for the ages
Disclosure: Our goal is to feature products and services that ... promo code LEARNIT. Java is one of the world's leading programming languages, used in everything from web development to software ...
10 Popular Tech Skills All Entrepreneurs Should Learn This Year
Techila Global Services wishes to be more professionals working with programming languages like Java and .NET towards Salesforce development ... carry out third-party integrations, and customize web ...
The company aims at helping IT aspirants and professionals build robust careers in Salesforce
English News and Press Release on Indonesia about Recovery and Reconstruction and Epidemic; published on 25 Mar 2021 by UNDP ...
A new approach to build forward, from the village level in Indonesia
On April 27th, HMG Strategy will be hosting a webinar powered by Azul Systems on ‘ Rationalizing Your Organization’s Java TCO.’ In this event, which features Simon Ritter, Deputy CTO at Azul ...
CIO Leadership: Top Tech Leaders Will Focus on Cultivating a Culture of Trust – and Building ...
The US Supreme Court ruled for Google in a multibillion-dollar battle with Oracle over elements of Google’s Android smartphone-operating system, a decision that could weaken software copyright ...
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